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2. Old  Testament Stories.

The  Author  and his  Purpose.
The Bible stories in Richard of Gloucester’s anthologyl consist of  a  metrical
paraphrase of a large part of the Old Testament and no less than the  Ipomedon
they were meant to hold the  reader’s  attention as well as edify him. The Flemish
author Jacob van Maerlant who composed a “Rhyming Bible’ in the vernacular
in  127]  , had complained  that  people  would rather listen to the stories .of Tristan
and Lancelot, Percival and Galahad, and  that  ‘all  over the wide world, people
read  trifles of love and war, but the Gospel is too much for us, because it is so
right and true’.2 Both  his work and  this  metrical paraphrase were written to
circumvent this difficulty and  ease  the way of the lazy and illiterate layman
towards the Word of God.

Van Maerlant, as well as the  unknown author  of  this  paraphrase, relied
heavily on a twelfth-century Latin prose adaptation of the Bible  that  appears to
have  been acCepted by the clerical authorities as less dangerous, that  is, less
likely to tempt the reader to  a  personal interpretation of  God’s  Word — and
thus to heresy —, than reading the  Bible  itself. Even so van Maerlant’ s
translation, and his criticism of the clergy, was not welcomed 1n his day.  3  How
the author of the paraphrase fared' 1n  this  respect is not known, the fact  that
Richard of  Gloucester  apparently possessed  a  copy suggests that by the  1460’ ,
at least, the work was considered safe.
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The Bible  stories have  been edited by the Swedish scholar  Herbert  Kalén.
He came to the conclusion  that  they were written in the  West  Riding of
Yorkshire, very early in the fifteenth century, and he called  them  a  late  exponent
of the  fourteenth-century religious-didactic  movement  in the North. Language,
style and metre, he  says, belong to  that  literary genre in which style and form
played‘ a more  important part  than  sentiment and depth of  feeling’.  He relates

-  the Old  Testament  stories to the  Cursor Mandi, the homily cycle known  as the
Northern  Cycle  and also to the  York Plays. all composed in the North of

. England.
The author was perhaps  a  cleric, his  knowledge  of religious literature seems

evident, but he may have  been  an educated layman like van Maerlant, or he may
have put an  existing text  into verse, adding his own flavour to another man ’5
learning. He leaves no  doubt  as to his purpose; to  select  _the most  valuable parts
of the  Bible, to be brief and comprehensible to all (stanza 2). As far as we  know
he did not proceed beyond the Old  Testament, but he 1s true to his word as far
as  method  15 concerned. he includes  those  stories  that  could  be  thought suitable
for an audience  used  to popular romances, adding legends and description and
leaving out the duller  pans, such as the laws  m  Leviticus.

Sources.‘ ' '
In common with the  Cursor Mundi.  the  York  Plays  and  many other

medieval  religious  texts, the Old Testament stories  —  apart from relying on the
Vulgate  or an Old French version of it — derive much of their mateyial  from  the
Historia  Scholastica  of Peter Comestor (literally ‘the  Eater’, that  is: of  books),
who was Chancellor of the University of Paris until his death in 1178.7 The
Historia  was composed between  1169  and 1175 and  became  the favourite
handbook  of sacred  history.  It included  most  of the  Bible  books, from Genesis
to the  Acts  of the  Apostles, interspersed  with many quotations and excursions
containing much of the current learning of the day. The metrical  paraphrase  .
follows the  Historia' m the order and  selection  of Bible  books  and  borrowed
some  of 1ts ‘legendary' stories. Comestor or his work was sometimes referred to  -
as the  Magister  Historiarum  and is mentioned as such by the author of the
present  text:  he tells us his sources are  ‘the  .maysters  of  dyvinite’ (probably the
Fathers of the  Church  as well as  some  version of the  Vulgate) and ‘the maystur
of  storyse’ (stanza  2).

_Not  all of ComestOr, however, is  found  1n this payaphrase and not all of the
Bible  1n  Comestor; the  Book  of Job was not included In the  Historia  Scholastica
and the author of the paraphrase  possibly found  some  inspiration in  another,
Middle English  poem called  Pety lab.  8  No part of the New  Testament  appears
in the paraphrase except small interpolations prophesying the coming of  1 Christ
and out-of-place digressions on the rich man and Lazarus and the robber who
was crucified  next  to Jesus. -

Several passages in the Old  Testament stories  resemble the  York Plays  so'
closely that  they are believed to  have  been taken from  them, partly because the
plays were ve_ry_-. popular, partly because  the  lively way in  which they treated
their  subject  exactly suited the purpose of the author of the paraphrase and
relieved him of  some  of his time-consuming task; There  .are  also  general
similarities 1n  metre  and language. .

1
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Style  and  Characteristics.
The  poem  is written in alliterative, twelve-lined stanzas,  each  consisting of

eight  four-foot and four  three-foot  lines (ababababcdcd). Irregularity of metre
or rhyme lS  often  due to  a  more or less corrupt  text,  the result of deliberate and
accidental changes made by scribes. The  elaborate  alliteration and the form of
the  stanza  again link the paraphrase to the  York Plays.

Modern opinion of the  poem  — as usual  —  varies;  from‘ an  oasis  in the
desert of theological mass-literature of the  fourteenth  century '  to ‘impressive
mainly for its  magnitude’ '. The editor of the  text  says  that  ‘it compares
favourably with . . . many [English] medieval  productions’,  but  ‘only very
rarely. .  the  author  rises above the level of  a  well-informed, able,
conscientious and careful rimer’. He adds  that‘ its  monotony bears witness to
the great labour the author had m putting the  vast  material into verse’.

The modern reader will probably not  care  to wade through all the  18,372
lines, yet a number of them make quite  enjoyable  reading. The author, in his
efforts to  bring the events to life, uses —— as  a  historical novelist  might  —  images
that  would appeal to his contemporaries, and his choice of  words  may strike as
as  amusing and  quaint, particularly in stories  that  are so familiar.  Take  for
example  the creation of Eve  (stanza 12):

Out of hys syde hee sondered seyre
a  crokyd  rybe, os clerkes can rede,

and there of formyd he hym a  fere,
a  female, frutt furth to bred.

Or Rebecca' s love for her younger son  (stanza  67):
Bot  Rebecca lufyd Iacob  best,

for he  wonnyd  ay at  hame. [wonnyd  —  lived]
Als he satt under hir  beld [beld  — ‘roof‘,  protection]

hys  dyner  was well  grayd. [grayd —  prepared]
Jephtah’s daughter  goes to  meet  her father  (stanza 294):

Belyve  she  went, and  noght abyde, [belyve —  promptly]
agayns hym with  [gud] mynstrelcye.

The  author  has added his own descriptive details and colourful adjectives and
he is frequently reduced to expedients to ensure  that  he  gets  his rhymes in the
right  place —  sometimes  with amusing results: many things  are  done  ‘in  worde
and  dede’ and God (or His  law) is always praised ‘both  lowd  and  styll’. Many a
crowd is described as  ‘old  and  yong’ and Judith even introduces  herself  to
Holofernes  thus:  ‘I am an Ebrew old and  ying' (stanza  1446).

It is not  quite  fair to  describe these  Bible stories as  a work  in  which  style  is
more important  than  content. In the passages introducing a new  story or
rounding one  off, the author  remembers  his didactic purpose and appears to
take the  task  he has set himself  quite  seriously. Whenever he is  able  he  holds  up
the mirror of the  exemplum  to the reader and is  true  to his aim, his genre and
the habit of his day. It is  ‘healfull’ for us to hear the story of Job, we  ‘may

.  lere’ from his life. The story of the  rich  man and Lazarus is told by one of
Job’s  friends visiting him on his  dunghill, as an ‘ensaumple‘. Whoever listens to
the  tale  of  Toby ‘may be  kend  [taught] to  love  god lowd and styll’ and the  same
story will  teach  us to stand firm in adversity and accept  what  God  sends  us. In
the  Book  of  Esther, again, we  will  learn  how the  world  goes up and  down  ‘fro
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woo to wele, fro wele to  woo’.  The theme is repeated over and over, whenever
the author  feels  he is free to make  a  personal contribution.

More remarkable than his willingness to  teach  are his numerous references
to the  ‘law’ or  ‘lay’:  ‘Goddes law’, ‘cristes law', ‘Moyses  law’, ‘Ebrews  law’, ‘the
laws.oure fadres  fond'.  Every time it is remotely applicable he  uses  the word,
and as  often  stresses how ‘lelly’ and  ‘trewly’ the chief characters lived by it and
upheld it:  ‘aftre  the law to lede their life’, ‘life in goddes lay‘ or ‘mayntene
Moyses  lay’.  "4 Dozens  of examples could be given, especially from  the last part,
the story De  matre  cum vii  pueris.  (‘The Mother  with  Seven  Sons’, taken from  2  -
Maccabees chapters  6  and 7), m which  a  Jewish family refuses  to eat  ‘swynes
flesh' (and thus break  Moses’ law) at the command of. the  heathen king

‘Antiochus, and are martyred for their  constancy.
At least one tract of the  same  period was attributed by its  editor  to Wyclif

partly because  of such an emphasis on 'God’ 5  law’.' sWyclif’s frequent use of,
and preoccupation with, this expression appears to be well  attested.  By ‘God’ 5
law’ Wyclif and his followers  meant  ‘pre-eminently and characteristically' the
Bible, and in order to enable everyone to .partake of  God’s  grace without
intermediary it was neceassary that ‘God's‘ law' should be  ~made  available,
translated and published. In this paraphrase the words are of  course  not used
in exactly the  same sense  —  that  would be impossible in the  Bible  —  but to the
people portrayed in  these  Old Testament  books  the laws of  Moses  were  ‘the  law
oure  fourme fadres  began', the equivalent of ‘cristesJaw' and ‘Goddes law’ that
men should learn and  keep, as ‘trewe men‘.The  mother  and her seven sons  were
as true to  Moses’ law as the martyrs of the early church  were  to  Christ‘ s  and as
the fifteenth-century reader should be to the Bible’s precepts.  ,That' 1s why their
story was  chosen.  '

This  1s not conclusive. A choice of words may of course be unconscious and
depend on the  subject  treated, but  here  the; similarity 1s too great to be wholly
accidental. The least one can say is  that  in the widespread movement  that  aimed
at bringing the  contents  of the Bible’within  reach  of all_men, the maker of  this
metrical paraphrase, or the translator on whose work he relied, was probably

_ close  to Wyclif and well acquainted with his and his followers‘ vocabulary.-
These  Bible  stories are not polemical, there is no hint of  apology in the  author’s
words and nothing to  show that  he was aware of the controversy about  English
Bible translation  that  was raging in Oxford and Westminster at the turn of the
century: his material did not always 'demand the-vocabulary which we  have
come to  associate with  the Lollards,.but  often  his  choice  of words reminds us of
them. His practical purpose was similar to that of the Lollards, and he probably
worked m the  same  period.

The following stanzas  are  intended  to  give  an impressior} of the  style  and
personal  touch  of the author; they are not wholly representative since we have
not  chosen them  for their dullness.

Stanza  1306 (Vulgate, Tobias 6,1, which merely has  canis  secutus  est eum
([his] dog followed him) and  Historic  Scholastica,  Column  1434, which is
equally brief):  young Toby leaves the  house  to  start  on his travels: .

A litle bound  at  home they had
"  that  went  aboute noght  bonne 1n band. [not tied  up]
What  yong Thoby unto him  bada - '
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he  wold take hede unto  his  hand;
and to wende with him was he  glad

becaus  that  he him frendly fand.
In ich  a stedc where they were  stad

the hound would stabley with  him stand.
Stanza  1414, the introduction to the  story of Judith:

Dame Iudith was  a  ientill Jew
and  woman  wise where she shuld  wend.

Now woll we nevyn hire stori new,
for to sum men it  might amend

to see how she in trewth was trew
as lang as she in life gun  lend,

and lufed Goddes lawe as  lele  Ebrew
that  Moyses to hire kinred kend.

That  law forto mayntene
she ordand in all thing,

as ensaumple was  sene
and wittnest in wirking.

[nevyn  —  mention]

[trewth —  faith]

[kend  —  taught]

Stanza  1517 (2 Macc.7,8): the  last  of the seven sons is  about  to be killed; his
mother reminds him of  God’s  love  for His Creation, that  He made out of
nothing:

Behald, sonne, to heven on  hyght
and to  this  werld  that  is full wyde,

to  bestees and fishes and fowles in  flyght,
how erth and ayre ere occupyed,

and how God made all with his  myght
with  out substance  0  many syde.

And men he made of reson  ryght
ay in his blyse to held and byd.

He  askes  noght elles  therfor,
nawder in dede ne in  saw,

bot  that  men shal ever  more
luf hym and luf his law.

[held  — find  refuge]

[saw — word]

Stanza  1479:  how God works  through women  as well as men.  This  stanza  also
asks for  a  blessing on the translator,  which  could suggest that the  poet  was not
the translator and  that  he relied on an  existing (prose?) text,  but it is possible
that  he is referring to himself:

Now by this wark wele may we wit
how God woll puplish his powere

in women forto  {all  as fit
as men in the same manere.

Thus  endeth  the  boke  of  Iudith,
as  clerkes  may knaw by clergy clere.

God  graunt  him  heale  that  has turned it
in  Inglish lawd  men to lere!

Ensaumple  here  men se
to be trew in trowing.

God  graunt  us so to be
and to his blis us bring!

[clergy —  learning] -

[lawd  men  — laymen]

[trowing —  faith]
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3. The  Siege  of Thebes  by John Lydgate.
This long poem of 4, 716 lines was one of John  Lydgate’ s most  important

secular works and very popular 1n the fifteenth and  sixteenth  centuries. As his
source Lydgate possibly made a very free use of the  anonymous  prose romance
Le  Roman  de  Edipus,  a  redaction  of the poem Le  Roman  de  Thebes,  circa 1150,

-  which was in its turn  based  on  Statius’ Thebaid.  Lydgate owed little more  than“
his plot to his pedestrian French source — if it was his source. He  gave  his own
work  a  moral purpose, improved the narration and'added  a  Substantial  amount
of material from other  sources.” He  began  it in approximately the year  1420,'
when he was  about  fifty years old and  after  he had had  a  great success with his
Troy Book,  :based on  Guido  delle  Colonne’s  Destruction  of Troy and
commissioned by the future Henry V. The  stories  of the destruction of the two
cities, Troy and  Thebes, were frequently treated  as one and frequently bound
together m  one volume, so it was natural for Lydgaté to proceed from the one to
the other. The  story of  Thebes  had- also  never  been  done 1n English  before.  It
was  a  task  Lydgate undertook out of choice  audit  was not  a commissioned
work. He appears to  have  intended  it for Henry V, but the King died before he
could  receive it. It was finished shortly after Hpnry’ s  conclusion of  peace with
France and the poem jubilantly refers to this. It IS in  fact  a  plea for  peace  and an
indictment of the evils of war and the damage it inflicts on society, whoever may'
be the victor. '

Another  inspiration of  Lydgate’s  poem  was Chaucer, his  much  admired
master, who had used one story from the  The_b_es group for his  Knight' 5 Tale  1n  .
the  Canterbury Tales.  (The  Knight’s  Tale  in fact follows the  Siége  in  this
Collection  of stories.) Chaucer had never completed his  series  of  Tales  and
Lydgate decided to  write  his  Sigge  of Thebes  as  though  it was another
Canterbury Tale.  Such an enterprise to ”complete  Chaucer’s  woi-k was by no
means unique to Lydgate. 2° He introduces his  poem  with  a  description of
himself  Joining the Pilgrims at Canterbury and being persuaded by the Host to
tell the first  tale  of the journey back  to London. The whole exercise was
probably intended by Lydgate as  a  compliment  to  Chaucer, out of a desire to be
part of his  master’s  work, and not as an arrogant  assumption  of equality — he
appears  to-have  had  a  modest and reasonably accurate' assessment of his  own_
talent. -As  a  consequence of its  Canterbury iTale  framewdrk the  Siege  was'
included in the 1561 Stow  edition  of Chaucer, although  clearly recognised by
Stowe  as by Lydgate, and appeared in later editions of Chaucer’s works  also,
something that  Lydgate could not have envisaged. The juxtaposition of the
Siege  to two of  Chaucer‘ s  own  Tales  111 Richard of  Gloucester’ s collection  may
be due to  a  similar confusion  ofadeas.‘ .  '  '

_  Those  who  know  the stories of  Thebes  from Greek sources will find
Lydgate's medieval version hard to recognise in- emphasis and'. in many
particulars. In his prologue he tells the stories of the  founding of Thebes and of
Edippus (Oedipus), concluding with  Edippus’miserable  self-mutilation on his
discovery of his true  parentage  and  that  in his ignor‘ance he had killed his father,
Layus, the preVious King of Thebes, and married his  mother, Iocasta.  He dies
after being pushed  into a  pit by his two sons, Ethiocles (Eteocles) and'Polymite
(Polynices). The second part of the poem concerns-thefquarrel between  these
sons  over  the control of  Thebes; they are forced' to agree to reign in alternate
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years. While Ethiocles is in power, Polymite leaves and by chance  comes to the
palace of  King Adrastus of Arge on the  same night  that  Tydeus, the  banished  .
son of the  King of  Calydoyne, seeks  shelter  there. They engage in  a  fight over
whether Tydeus should be admitted to the palace. Adrastus stops the  fight  and
the two  young men  become  great  friends, marry Adrastus' two  daughters  and  -
share his  kingdom  between  them. Ethiocles meanwhile is determined to  keep
Thebes  for himself and  when  Tydeus tries to persuade him to  keep the bargain
with  Polymite, plots  to murder  him.  Tydeus  manages  to kill all but one of his
fifty assailants and has his own  wounds  skilfully cared for by the daughter of
King Lycurgus of Thrace.  Tydeus  does not linger with the Princess but returns
home next  day.

The third part of the poem concerns the war for the possession of  Thebes.
‘BishOp’ Amphiorax strongly advises Adrastus not to go to war in  support  of
Polymite, and prophesies disaster for all. He is ignored and forced to accompany
the  Greek  army. The  invading army is  soon  in danger of dying of  thirst.  While
reconnoitring Tydeus  and Campaneus enter  a  garden to discover  Isyphile  (the
exiled  daughter of the King of Crete) nursing the heir of  King Lycurgus. She is
persuaded to leave the child and show  them  the way to water, but while she is
away the child is poisoned by a snake. In despair she  seeks  out Tydeus and
Adrastus, who intercede for her  with King Lycurgus and obtain her pardon.
The siege of  Thebes  begins  and, despite negotiations between Iocasta and
Adrastus, bitter  fighting and disasters  take  their toll. All except Adrastus and
Campaneus are  killed. Polymite  and Ethiocles kill  each  other. Creon is elected
King of  Thebes  and once in power he refuses burial to the dead of the  Greek
army.  Theseus, the  Duke  of  Athens, is passing, takes  up the  cause  of Adrastus
and the widows of the unburied  gaead, destroys  Thebes  and restores order. The
ordinary people rebuild the  city.

Lydgate  would not  have  appreciated  this  bald rehearsal of the plot of his
story. To him its importance lay in his moral commentary and his concluding
peroration for peace. To him and to his readers and listeners the story was
history. The frequently inconsequential  narration did not matter because  that
was how it happened. History was there to be learnt from and the writers of
history had a duty to point out the moral  lessons  and patterns of behaviour.
The  poem  has been described as  a  virtual ‘mirror for princes'. None of the
princely protagonists  is entirely admirable  T  Tydeus, though  a  pattern  of
chivalry, is impetuous; Adrastus is wise, liberal and has many regal  virtues, but
he ignores wise counsel —- between  them all  a  noble city is ruined. At the
conclusion of  each  episode  Lydgate  draws  a  moral, some more apposite than
others, and  gives  advice suitable for  a  prince, undoubtedly hoping that  Henry V
would  be reading it. He  concludes  by pointing out how all war proceeds from
greed and  ambition  and destroys all. He hopes for, and prophesies, peace, in the
wake  of the  1421  T  eaty of  Troyes  in France and Henry V's marriage to
Katherine of  Valois.  The didactic tone and morality would probably have
appealed to the fifteenth-century reader of Richard of  Gloucester’s Collection
.— it was the expected accompaniment of history.

Lydgate’s  reputation as  a  poet  has suffered  rough handling since  the
fifteenth  century when  he was regarded as Chaucer’s successor, though  not his
equal, and was regularly named in one breath with Chaucer and Gower. In  this
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century critics have developed a more measured approach  to  him, allowing  him
to be  a good  craftsman able occasionally to  rise  to  excellence.  Derek Pearsall
concludes  on the  Siege  of Thebes:

In  little, it  represents  much  of  what  is  best  in  Lydgate  —— deep moral  concerq, gogd
sense, a  sober  solemnity of style —— indeed, something of  what  is  best  in  English.
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is: from stanza l24 onward. see note 5). but this is not  always  to the  advantage  of the smoothness of the verse,
since the text of the  Longlea!  Ms. is more corrupt. U and v and capitals have  been  modernised.
Compare  Deanesly,  The  Lallwd Bible  (see note  2).  pp.242-3.  3l0 and  n:3.
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22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

F. D. Matthew (ed.) in The  English  Works  of Wyclif.  EETS OS 74, l880. reprinted I973. p.256, partly bases

his ascription to  Wyclif  of  ‘How Antichrist  and his Clerks travail to destroy Holy Wri!‘ on the frequent

mention  of 'Goddis law‘.

Deanesly, The  Lollard Bible  (see note  2), pp.226-7.  255-6.  11.],  264-5,  269,  272. 291,  n.2,  309; and compare ‘A

Lollnrd Sect Vocabulary‘. Chapter l0 of A.  Hudson,  Lallards  and  their  Books.  London/Rancevene I985.

pp.l65-80. The frequent use of ‘Goddis law' etc.  is also very marked in the  (English)  Traclalus  de  Regibus.

edited by J-P.  Gene!  in his  Four English Political  Tracts  of the  Middle  Ages.  London I977. and included by

him  among Wyclil‘s works. See  also  the  many quotations from  Wyclifile works in  Deanesly,  The  Lollard

Bible. pun-I‘m.

The story of the mother and her seven sons is one of the  passages  found in Comeslor but treated very

summarily by him. The  mother  and her sons were  among the very few Old Testament  saints  revered in

Western Europe  (feast-day I  August); similar  stories. in  Christian  versions. are told of St. FelicityUO July or

23 November) and St. Symphorosa (18 July).

Derek  Pearsall.  John  Lydgate.  London 1970. p.l5l.  Alain Renoir,  The  Paelry of John Lydgale.  London

1967. pp.H7-25.  Axel  Erdmann and Eilerl Ekwnll (eds.).  Lydgaleir Siege  of Thebes.  2 vols..  EETS ES 108

(l9l l), l25 (I930), vol. I. p.vi. vol. 2. p.6. Pearsall in  John  Lydgare  questions Renoir‘s  theory that  l:  Roman

de  Edipus  was Lydgme‘s  direct  source. pp.l§3-4.

Erdmann,  vol. I, p.vii. Renoir. The  Poetry.  pp.l  l0-2.  l34—5.

J. A.  Burrow,  Medieval  Writers  and  their Work.  Oxford I982. p.3l.

Renoir. The  Poetry.  pp.l I34, 55-6. Pearsall takes  a slightly harsher View of  Lydgate's  pretensions. p.l53.

Pearsall.  p.l56. Eleanor P. Hammond.  Chaucer. A Bibliographical  Manual,  New York I933. pp.l l9-l22.

The text of the  Siege  is edited in Erdmann and Ekwall  (see note  IS). A summary of the  plot  is  given  in vol. 2.

pp.3-5. Pearsall also recites the story very briefly. pp.l5l~2. See also J. Burke Savers.  A Manual  of the

Writing:  in  Middle English,  l050-1500.  VOL 6. Connecticut I970. pp. l90l-4.

R. A. Ayres. Medieval History. MornI Purpose and the Structure of Lydgale‘s  Siege  of Thebes.  Publications

of the  Modern  Language  Association of America.  vol. 73 (I958). pp.463-5.

ibid..  pp.463-74 for  a full exposition  of Lydgate‘s intentions,  and  Pearsall,  John Lydgale  (see  note  I), pp. l55—6.

Erdmann and Ekwall  (see  note I), vol. 2. pp.I6-35. Renoir. The  Poetry (see note  l8) chs.l and  2  for  a  history of

past attitudes  to  Lydgale  and his own  revaluation.  possibly over-favourable. Pearsall's John  Lydgate  (see note

l8) is  a biography and literary assessment; p.l56 for his  final judgement  on the  Siege.
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